Solutions for high-performance construction

If you're looking to design or build a Certified Passive House project, a Homestarrated home, or target higher than the Building Code, talk to the team at Enveloped.
Send us your concepts or plans, and we can help you specify which systems will be
most suitable for your renovation or new build project. We offer expert advice for
home-owners, designers and builders to help create a healthy, comfortable, and
efficient living environment to suit all budgets. We have solutions for both residential
and commcercial applications. The earlier we are involved, the more we can help.
If you're a designer specifying systems such as Intello from pro clima, balanced heat
recovery ventilation systems, efficient water heating, or German window joinery, let
the team at Enveloped take ownership to deliver a quality outcome. We provide
various options for insulation solutions from the most cost effective in New Zealand
to premium wool-blend products. Specify "Installed by Enveloped" on your plans
for peace of mind and reduced costs and delays on site. With years of experience in
high-performance homes and having built our own Certified Passive House Plus, 10
Homestar show-home, we understand the complexities of these projects as well as
the importance of proper sequencing.
Give us a call or drop us an email - we'd love to discuss your project.
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Solutions for high performance construction

High Performance
Insulation
Enveloped specialise in insulation. Both importing and wholesaling to professional
installers and tradesmen, as well as providing high quality installation services in
Auckland and most of the South Island. We cover retrofit and residential and commercial
new-build. With a Director who was the former General Manager of two well known New
Zealand brands, you can trust us for ensuring we provide the best solution for your
project. Our free quotes typically offer at least six alternatives; primarily Brownie and
Terra Lana at "good, better, best" levels, so you can see the difference in price moving
from standard Building Code levels, to a solution that will ensure a higher performing
project. We can also supply and install other brands as required at competitive rates.
Enveloped are preferred installers for Terra Lana wool blend insulation and we take
pride in using the correct equipment such as cutting tables to ensure a perfect fit.

High performance PIR panel made
over the ditch in Melbourne

Modified PIR (Polyisocyanurate) rigid
thermal panel that can be used in a
variety of residential & commercial
applications

Super-high R-ratings for thickness
(R4.6 in just 90mm) & fire rated

CFC Free with zero Ozone Depletion
Potential (ODP) and contain zero
Volitile Organic Compounts (VOC's)

A wide range of sizes from 20mm to
100mm

Competitive pricing, primarily available
by indent from the factory

10 year Warranty
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Made using 100% recycled glass
Most cost effective bulk insulation in
New Zealand for residential &
commercial applications
EECA approved R3.6 & R4.0 Ceiling
segments for use in Government
programmes

Codemark certified for Council
compliance (registered on MBIE
Building Performance data base)
CM70029 23rd August 2019

Suitable for use in Greenstar
& Homestar projects, and Certified
Passive House (verified lambda)
Clear packaging is easier to recycle

70 year manufacturer's backed
Warranty
Dual thermal & acoustic benefits - no
special products required
Manufactured specially to be
low in dust

Compression master packaging to
reduce transport & storage. Small bags
for easier handling on site
Fire safe. Non combustible

Premium wool-blend insulation.
Superior natural performance

50 year manufacturer's backed
Warranty

Made right here in New Zealand

Toxin free, hypoallergneic, non-irritant
and odourless

The cell structure of wool allows it to
"breath" (absorb and release moisture)
Special acoustic products for sound
treatment
Declare certified
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Wool fibres can absorb VOC's from
other building materials or airborne
toxins from mould or mildew
Clear packaging is easier to recycle
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Window & Door
Joinery
Enveloped is an authorised distributor for Neuffer window and door joinery from
Germany. Neuffer has been making quality door and window joinery for over 145
years. Now in its fifth generation, the Managing Director Philipp Neuffer continues
the legacy.
With state of the art manufacturing and enormous plant capacity, Neuffer has a
range of door and window joinery to suit all projects. From uPVC, and uPVC with
aluminium skin, wood and wood with aluminium skin, in a range of timbers, colours
and finishes the possibilities are endless. Exceptional quality, the joinery is
available in double or triple glazing, with high performance spacers and a variety of
glass types allowing the ability to also control heat gain.
Accessories include fly screens, roller shutters and external venetians to add pest
control and elegant shading to your project. Windows are "tilt and turn", and doors
can open inwards or outwards depending on the profile selected.
Quotations can be produced within a week from a window schedule or dimensioned
drawings, priced through to delivery on site. Made to order for your project, and
imported direct from the factory, quality door and window joinery will transform your
project. All profiles are vastly superior to aluminium commonly sold in New Zealand.
Safety glass is stamped with suitable St Gobain markings for Council approvals, and
other certification can be provided to ensure acceptance. CAD drawings available.
The lead time is around four months from order so forward planning is required.
Offering value and high performance, talk to us today how Neuffer windows and
doors can enhance your project.
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uPVC Tropical Mix & uPVC Foil Coated
• UV resistant uPVC profile with 10 year AluPlast
profile Warranty
• Designed for hot sunny climates like Auckland
• 5 Chamber profile
• Resists discolouration from sunlight
• Free of lead, barium & cadmium
• Recyclable profile
• White or coloured options available
• Available in double or triple glazed
• Quality spacers, argon filled, lowE coating
• Various glass types available with different
SHGC (solar heat gain co-efficient)

uPVC/Alu - Twinset 5000S & 8000S
• All the benefits of uPVC joinery, with the added
bonus of an aluminium exterior skin
• Allows for a wider range of colours & increased
durability
• A cost-effective option for Certified Passive
Houses and high performance homes

Wood/Alu - IdealU & Plano
• Available in a variety of timbers such
as pine, larch, spruce, meranti & oak
• The aesthetic and thermal
performance of wood, with an
aluminium exterior skin
• Available in either classic recessed,
or architectural flush profiles
• A variety of stains and paints
available, as well as powder coated
aluminium. Ask to see samples today
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Air & Weather-tight
Membranes
Enveloped are authorised distributors and installers of the full range of Pro Clima
products. With an experienced team, we can assist you in reaching your airtightness goals quickly and efficiently, as well as supplying other components for
your builder or roofer such as wall wraps, flexible sill systems, and roof membranes.
AIRTIGHTNESS
The foundations of a high performance home are form, design & details, insulation,
ventilation and airtightness. Without adequate airtightness, energy is lost through
the building envelope the same way water leaks through holes in a swimming pool.
By creating an airtightness layer, you can gain control over the performance of your
home, and optimise how your insulation and ventilation systems work.
In addition, advanced airtightness products such as Intello not only control airflow,
they also control the transfer of moisture through your building envelope, protecting
the building structure. This improves the thermal performance of the home and,
used in conjunction with other systems like balanced heat-exchange ventilation
systems, assists in improving indoor air-quality and reducing or eliminating the
chance of condensation and mould. Enveloped supply and install the full range of
Pro Clima air-tightness products at competitive rates and provide free quotes off
your plans.
WEATHER TIGHTNESS
It goes without saying that weather tightness is a critical element in any
construction. Wall wraps and roof membranes can be your last line of defence if
your cladding system fails. Enveloped recommend using high-quality, German-made
materials to protect your investment. Contact us today to discuss your project.
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Heat Recovery
Ventilation
Enveloped is an authorised installer of a range of quality European ventilation
systems. These balanced heat-recovery systems offer superior air quality and
ventilation throughout the house, with stale moist air being ducted out at the same
rate fresh air is delivered. In contrast, a positive pressure system pushes stale
moist air through the building envelope. Using minimal energy and providing
exceptional health and comfort outcomes, balanced mechanical heat-recovery
systems have become standard in high performance and certified Passive Houses.
The lungs of a home, these highly engineered systems can significantly reduce the
humidity, CO2 levels and VOCs inside.The system is continuously extracting air
from "wet rooms", such as kitchens, bathrooms and laundries and delivering filtered,
fresh air into living rooms and bedrooms, even when windows and doors are open.
In winter mode, advanced heat-exchange cores ensure most of the energy is kept
within the home, while summer mode assists with cooling by bypassing the heat
exchanger. Contributing to the health of the air, advanced filters help to remove
allergens and pollutants from the intake air while the lower indoor humidity inhibits
the growth of dust mites. Drier air is also more efficient and easy to heat.
Ducting is just as important as the fan unit itself, and Enveloped install a range of
round or rectangle smooth core duct systems which are anti-static, noise
attenuating, and accessible for cleaning. Each room has a dedicated duct back to
the primary attenuator, eliminating cross-talk. Every balanced heat-recovery system
installed by Enveloped is carefully planned and designed in order to achieve optimal
performance within the home. Enveloped offers a range of installed systems and can
prepare free quotations and engineered plans to suit your budget.
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Enveloped can also supply and install decentralised ventilation, eliminating the need
for ducting. This is ideal for small units and apartments where space is a premium,
while still maintaining heat-recovery benefits.
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Stiebel Hot Water
Heat Pumps
Stiebel Eltron domestic hot water heat pumps are the latest in energy-efficient hot
water systems from Germany. Stiebel Eltron are the most popular heat pump in
Germany for a reason, and their products can dramatically reduce power bills.
Single integrated cylinders are designed to be installed outside and utilise ambient
heat in the atmosphere, combined with advanced heat pump technology to efficiently
heat your water - even at night and in winter conditions. The cylinders can also be
placed in some internal locations, such as garages or workshops larger than 13m3.
Enveloped can also install hydronic underfloor heating & cooling systems in some
locations, which can be combined with potable water or pool heating. These systems
typically have two indoor tanks and a single outdoor unit. Enveloped can also supply
all your concrete slab insulation needs to ensure low running costs.
A perfect excuse to reduce dependance on mains or bottled gas. Enveloped can
either work with your existing plumber or provide a complete supply and installation
service for your project.
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Up to 74% energy savings compared to electric
storage. Return on investment of less than three years.

WWK302
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C02 Hot Water
Heat Pumps
C02 heat pumps are the latest technology from Japan for super energy-efficient
performance in all weather conditions. The units are so efficient they heat potable water
to the preset temperature of 63 degrees with a single loop from the storage tank to the
compressor and back. The COP (co-efficient of performance) figures are market leading
at a wide range of temperatures, and the systems contain no harmful refrigerants - just
plain CO2.
The Reclaim Energy CO2 heat pump is a split system so your hot water cylinder can be
either indoors or outdoors. For even more flexibility when renovating, a Reclaim heat
pump can be fitted to many existing mains pressure hot water cylinders reducing your
upgrade cost. They are also super quiet at just 37dB.
It’s important to have enough hot water storage for efficient running so we recommend a
300L cylinder for medium to large sized homes. For extra large homes we can install a
500L cylinder, and for commercial we can install multiple systems. One 22 apartment
building in Auckland City targeting Certified Passive House is using six Reclaim systems.
We offer super-insulated, stainless-steel lined cylinders made here in New Zealand for
ultimate performance for those who want the best.
The included smart controller puts control back into your hands! The controller has five
presets that allow you to set customise your hot water management at the touch of a
button. You can choose to optimise your PV energy production or for households without
PV you can set the unit to operate on the cheapest tariffs to ensure your household
energy budget is controlled by you. Our single shot boost guarantees that no matter what
option you choose you will never be without hot water.
We also offer massive 30kW C02 units for large commercial applications.
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Up to 80% energy savings compared to
electric storage (reducing the average power
bill by around 33%), and even more for high
performance homes.
Return on investment in just a few years.
Heat pump only, no electric backup element
required.

Reclaim 4.7kW energy performance at different air temperatures:*

Specifications:

AS/NZS 2712:2007 Solar and heat pump water heaters
AS/NZS 5125:2014 Heat pump water heaters
AS/NZS 4234:2008 Heated water systems, calculation of energy consumption
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Wood pellet
boilers
Wood pellet boilers are the latest in renewable energy, utilising fuel supply from two large
local New Zealand pellet production plants in Taupo and Nelson. Wood pellets are made
from waste, and are clean, cheap, and completely renewable. They are the lowest carbon
energy source for hot water and central heating available. New Zealand are net exporters
of pellets to the rest of the world. We hold stock of the smaller Easypell units, which are an
affordable way to avoid using gas, diesel or oil boilers, either for new homes or to retrofit
old units. For all the bells and whistles and full automation, the Ökofen units are the
ultimate in sustainable energy production. With endless configurations Ökofen Pellematics
can be setup to be refuelled just once every six months and have incredibly low running
costs. All boilers can handle multiple loads such as potable water heating, swimming
pools, spas, underfloor heating, radiators, and ventilation tempering all off one boiler.

EasyPell - 20 or 32kW
Compact control panel. Simple to use
and progam
Successfully installed in a MOE
funded retrofit school programme
Fill the hopper just once a week, and
remove the ash once every 1-2
months. Automatic cleaning and burner
de-ashing = annual cleaning & service

Designed and built in Austria
Round stainless steel secondary
combustion unit in which wood gas is
burned completely at 800°c resulting in
low emissions and fast response
100mm of insulation to avoid heat loss
from boiler

Back burning safety valve, integrated
return flow heating, soft start and
controlled wood gas burning
temperature are reasons for a safe and
long operation without intervention
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ÖkoFEN Pellematic
Indented from Europe specific for your
project. Huge flexibility in setup

Designed and built in Austria

Chose between manual refilling or
completely automated

Round stainless steel secondary
combustion unit in which wood gas is
burned completely at 800°c resulting in
low emissions and fast response

Wide range of flexibins can mean
refilling every six months with regular
use. Automatic cleaning and burner deashing = annual cleaning & service

State of the art touch control panel &
remote monitoring

Sizes for single units (can also be
installed in multiples): 10kW, 12kW,
15kW, 20kW, 25kW, 32kW
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